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Since 1983

WHERE IT ALL BEGAN
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frican Safaris outfitted by John X Safaris were introduced
to the world in 1983 where Rick and Sue van Zyl owned and
operated a small Country Hotel and General Dealership, called
John X House & Store at the tiny outpost of Merriman in the Great
Karoo. Merriman was named after John Xavier Merriman, the last
premier of the Cape Colony, which in 1910 became part of what was
then the Union of South Africa.

established as a Big 5 Game Reserve and the home of John X Safaris.
In 2016, after twenty years at Lalibela, John X Safaris once
again took a further step forward in our proud history with the
acquisition of our new base and home, Woodlands Safari Estate,
in the game rich region of Bedford in the diverse Eastern Cape,
creating arguably the greatest hunting destination the safari
enthusiast has ever seen.

Merriman was company headquarters until 1996, when Rick
and Sue acquired their first land towards fulfilling their dream
of creating a Big 5 Game Reserve. John X Safaris headquarters
was then moved to the tiny hamlet of Sidbury, 45 km west of
Grahamstown in the Eastern Cape. Six years later, Lalibela was

With over 34 years experience as an international outfitter,
John X Safaris has retained its renowned concessions in South
Africa, as well as expanded its operations to include Mozambique,
Botswana, Namibia, Cameroon, and Zambia.

AFTER 34 YEARS WE’RE STILL
CONTINUING THE FINE TRADITION OF
AFRICAN HUNTING…
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B E Y O N D
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s you climb the old stone stairs, passing over the veranda
with its laid back atmosphere, you enter the colonial
manor of Woodlands Safari Estate. Above you rests the original
keystone, beautifully engraved by hand, with the symbolic date
of 1896. The lobby with its hundred-year-old wooden floors creak
at each step with the Cape Buffalo sculpture welcoming hunters
as they pass through the door of the homestead daily. Beyond
this you will find the old hallway leading into the main passage,
and so too one of the most important pictures at the Estate.
The picture is from Theodore Roosevelt’s maiden safari to
Africa. It’s a scene of his tent with the amenities of that era.
Proudly draped over the flap of the tent hangs the American
flag, and on the opposite end stands a crate with the engraving;
“THEODORE ROOSEVELT. / MOMBASA. / B.E. AFRICA.”
The importance of this picture is so often overlooked and
under-stated, but how many safari enthusiasts and hunters
dreams of Africa were set alight by this scene and stories
from Roosevelt’s, African Game Trails. His account of that

famous safari starting in Mombasa during April 1909 is
arguably one of the most important events that sculpted
the modern day safari industry. It is the reason why we
do what we’ve been doing for the past 34 years, and will
continue doing so proudly with your continued support.
You and your lust for adventure on the dark continent
afford Africa’s wildlife the opportunity to be bold. It allows
us to take on new areas and to grow through sustainability.
This year you chose South Africa, Cameroon, and Tanzania.
You chose to hunt more than 55 species. You chose plains
game. You chose big five. You chose to support your passion.
This year’s publication is a celebration of bold new beginnings
at John X Safaris, and most importantly, a celebration of each of
you and your adventures. Enjoy!
Carl van Zyl
STONE TOWN. / ZANZIBAR. / EAST AFRICA.
October 2017
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Experience

HUNTING
WITH

JOHN X SAFARIS
2 0 1 7

H

unting with John X Safaris is more than just a hunt - It’s the
total safari experience.

It is a journey of discovery, a wakening of the senses, and ultimately the
realization of the dream of hunting Africa. Whether it is your first trip
to Africa, a hunt for the big five or the choice of forty different plains
game species, we are here to cater to your every need.
The Eastern Cape of South Africa is our base and home. From the coastal
forests along the Indian Ocean, to the unsurpassed beauty of the Great
Karoo, and the breath-taking mountains of the north - This Malaria
Free area offers a diverse combination of landscapes, vegetation and
wildlife, together making it a unique hunting destination for the safari
enthusiast to Africa.

Further north we hunt Mozambique’s Zambezi Delta and Zambia’s
magnificent Luangwa Valley for truly classic big five safaris. In
Cameroon we hunt the savannah for the ever impressive Lord
Derby Eland, or enjoy the thrill of a Pygmy-led chase on the elusive
Bongo in the rain forests of the Congo. Botswana and Namibia’s
Kalahari Desert plays host to some of the best specialized species
in Africa, with numerous opportunities for bow hunters too.
With over 34 years experience in the Safari industry you can rest
assured you are in safe hands when booking a hunt with John X Safaris.

JOHN X SAFARIS WELCOMES ALL HUNTERS,
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR AGE, PHYSICAL CONDITION
OR HUNTING CAPABILITIES.
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Woodlands Safari Estate

EASTERN CAPE
F I R S T
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I M P R E S S I O N S

The thing about Woodlands that amazed us more
than what we may have envisaged at first was the
sheer beauty of the landscape. So often the silence
spoke louder than words...
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Cameroon

JEFF EDLAND
F E B R U A R Y

he first time I traveled to Africa we went to a taxidermist
T where I saw a Cape Eland... at that moment I knew I had to
have one. The first time I went to SCI and saw a Lord Derby Eland I
knew I would do anything to get one. I finally got my chance this
year. The hunt in Cameroon was incredible. It was great that Carl
came along to enjoy this unbelievable adventure with legendary PH,
Mike Curry, and my friend Luther Dietrich. The hunt was a true
adventure. The Lord Derby is definitely one of the most challenging
animals I have ever hunted. The excitement I felt when I put the
cross hairs on the majestic creature was indescribable. To say I was
shaking is an understatement. The Western Savannah Buffalo was
almost as thrilling. The whole hunt was great, and the
accommodations were amazing considering we were in the middle
of wild Africa. This adventure is truly going to be hard to top.
Happy hunting!
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ameroon. It’s starts with “wow”, “dreams”, and “passion”.
Mike and Carl put together an adventure, a hunting
experience, a life experience... greater than any dream could
imagine. It wasn’t easy. It’s physically and emotionally harder
than any person can expect, want, or wish for, when booking a
hunt. In summary, it was everything and more than I expected.

C

Thank you so much Carl for believing in the dream. Mike, you
delivered an opportunity beyond my dreams. It worked out and I
am grateful. Africa isn’t just hunting. It’s a bond greater than words.
It’s Cameroon. It’s Carl Van Zyl. It’s Mike Currie. It’s John X Safaris.

Cameroon

LUTHER DIETRICH
F E B R U A R Y
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South Africa

QUINTON

DE

KOCK

A P R I L

M

ost awesome safari ever. Enjoyed every minute. From the
company to the employees and all the PH’s, what an absolute
legendary place.
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South Africa

STEVE & KATHY
WINKELMAN
A P R I L

O

ur hunt with John X Safaris was an unforgettable experience.
Our professional hunter Stix was so knowledgeable about the
game and the area. It was a pleasure to scout and hunt with him.
The accommodations were perfect and the food was fabulous. But
most memorable was the kindness and professionalism of Carl, Stix,
and the entire staff. Thanks so much for giving us the hunting
experience of a lifetime!
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South Africa

BRETT KETTELHUT
A P R I L

A

t times it is hard to believe that I again was hunting in South
Africa and was so fortunate to come back with such fine
trophies. My second safari with John X Safaris was as memorable as
the first, allowing me to obtain once in a lifetime trophies such as
this magnificent Sable and outstanding Red Lechwe. The experience
of hunting the Karoo once more, and the privilege of being the first
hunter at Woodlands will last through the remainder of my life.
Hunting with John X Safaris is like Christmas morning as; “You
never know what you will find under, or next to, the tree.”
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Woodlands Safari Estate

EASTERN CAPE
F I R S T

19

E X P E R I E N C E S

The atmosphere in the pub each evening proved
to be one of the highlights from our opening season
at Woodlands. So many a tall tale or adventure was
shared at the end of a great day...
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South Africa

BRETT & SHELIE
WRIGHT
M A Y

O
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nce again Carl and his team at John X Safaris has exceeded all
expectations. Your attention to detail and can do attitude
always makes it a pleasure to return to Africa. This was our 7th
Safari with John X Safaris and will not be our last. From the
comfortable rooms to the amazing African cuisine, to the
knowledgeable and helpful PH’s and staff, we extend our heart felt
thanks for helping us create lifetime memories.
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South Africa

LARRY & CLAUDIA
FULLMER
M A Y

T

his was a hunt of a life time. Every animal I took was
an awesome specimen. My Nyala was exceptional.
I have waited nearly four years and two safaris, and right up to
day eight of my second hunt to harvest a “gigantic” warthog!
It was a difficult stalk. My PH, Lourens, was amazing.
Hunting the various species on offer is wonderful, but it is
only second to the opportunity to meet new friends and make
life time associations. John X Safaris makes everyone feel
special and treats them like family. We are now planning our
3rd Safari. Thank you!!!
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South Africa
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JIM & CHRIS SMITH
M A Y

I

hunted a Cape Buffalo for the first time. What an intense
and awesome experience. I have hunted with John X
Safaris five times, with every hunt an unforgettable experience.
It never gets old or common. I’ll just have to keep coming until I
have a bad experience (or run out of animals to hunt). Thank you
Carl, Greg, Bless, Ozzie, Trish & Lee and everyone else who helps
make our safari extraordinary. ~ Jim

I

love the John X Safaris people. I don’t hunt so I stayed at
the lodge for the most part. The lodge staff took excellent
care of me. I got to hang out with some beautiful kids and we had
a ball. They are marvelous people. What another great
experience. ~ Chris

BWANA
BIG JIM
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South Africa
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CARI SMITH
M A Y

I

cannot put into words how incredible this experience has
been. It is the second time I’ve come to Africa and hunted
with John X Safaris. It just gets better. I am so grateful to Greg.
He seems to know everything and is kind enough to adjust the hunt
to my abilities. Bless is such a hard worker and has an amazing eye in
spotting game. Both finding animals or finding minuscule blood
trail. Then there’s Ozzy. We were truly lucky to have him along. He
is so much more than a cameraman. Always willing to jump in and
help, no matter the task. I thank Carl and Greg and John X Safaris
for another life changing experience.
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South Africa
20

BOB & JAYNELLE
JONES

17

M A Y

W

ords can’t describe how amazing our experience was at
John X Safaris. It was so much more than a hunting trip.
They made us feel like family. Martin is the best PH ever. We have
made life long friends here. We can’t wait to come back.
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South Africa

BILL & NANCY
JONES
M A Y

T

his was our first trip to South Africa and we did not know
what to expect. It has been a fantastic experience! The country
is beautiful and the variety of animals is just amazing. Our PH,
Rusty, was superior. He was excellent at spotting, tracking, advising
and helping in any way. Besides these skills he’s a great person and so
much fun. Our hosts at John X Safaris, Carl, Trish, and Lee and
family were gracious, kind and they and their staff attended to our
every need. Woodlands is already wonderful and will only improve
over time. Thanks for the best time!
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South Africa

KIM & SAVANNA
WALLACE

30

M A Y
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S

avanna and I had a fabulous time at John X Safaris! We have
thoroughly enjoyed our time here with the amazing staff,
fantastic PH’s and awesome trackers. They have treated us like
family and we couldn’t have asked for a better safari and more.
Thank you so much for such an enjoyable time and the long lasting
friendships made!
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I

have been lucky enough to hunt and fish a lot with my
family and we have had lots of guides. However, I have
never had anyone as outstanding as Greg. This was my first trip to
South Africa and at times I felt uncomfortable with the hunting
situation. Greg made all of the adjustments, at the right time, to
help me be successful. Without his overall support through the
hunt I don’t know if we would have ever gotten any of the animals.
Bless was equally outstanding. I can certainly say that Bless was
my first “friend” on the trip. He always made me feel welcome and
entertained. This was an extraordinary adventure.
Thank you for everything!
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South Africa

JERRY, JANA
& JACOB BURCH
M A Y
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Woodlands Safari Estate

EASTERN CAPE
F I R S T

35

I M P R E S S I O N S

Could there be anything more captivating or
inviting than a roaring campfire after the day's hunt.
It’s where stories and adventures are exchanged for
egos and legends. You’ll drift off losing yourself in
the moment as the flames dance the night away....
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South Africa

JOHN & LYNN
NOWLIN
M A Y

nother great hunt with John X Safaris! For our 10th safari we
continued our search for big Kudu and succeeded with the
trophy of a lifetime in the East Cape. Also took a great Barbary Sheep
after a tough, but rewarding hunt in some unique terrain.
We finished with more great plains game hunting at the beautiful
new Woodlands Safari Estate.

A

Looking forward to our next safari in 2018!
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South Africa

TOM, GARRETT,
MARCUS &
TRAVIS SKELLY
M A Y

P

atient, supportive and instructive. Friendly and professional.
Rare balance of enthusiasm for the hunt which is infectious
along with patience with the inexperienced hunter. Thanks for
making this trip a memorable one for the Skelly family!
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Karoo

42

EASTERN CAPE
N O R T H E R N
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C A M P

At first encounter the Karoo may seem arid, desolate
and unforgiving, but to those who know it, it is a
land of secret beauty and infinite variety.
- Eve Palmer

Gunwerks

MAURICE NASR
M A Y
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have hunted almost everywhere in the world and I have met
some of the nicest people who became more than
acquaintances, but really good friends. Whether they were hunters,
guides, or outfitters, we became one big hunting family. I had always
dreamed about hunting Africa, and while I had lots off opportunity
to go to Africa I waited a long time... to meet the right outfitter. From
meeting Carl in Vegas to the day I touched down in Africa I knew the
wait was worth it.

I

A big thank you for the best service, hospitality, and accommodations,
combined with food better than any five star hotel. Thank you for
the lady's in the kitchen and laundry who did a great job everyday.
A massive thanks to my guide Martin for doing a great job guiding
me to the best trophies ever.
Carl, Trish, Lee, Sue and Rick, as well as all the guides and trackers
- Thank you ALL for being my African family. God bless you all
and your families.
A big thumbs up to John X Safaris! I will definitely be back to
hunt with you.
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Gunwerks

M U R P H Y M CH U G H
M A Y

B

est big game hunting I have ever had. Accommodations
and food are 5star. Everyone is so polite, friendly, humorous
and lots of fun to be around. Don’t plan on losing weight!
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Gunwerks

AARON DAVIDSON
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M A Y

B

ack for my 4th trip and I’m still seeing new areas and
hunting new animals. My learning experience
continues with the challenging shots we have the
opportunity to take. There is no better “finishing school”
for the long range shooter. By the way Woodlands is “Epic”!
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Friendships
E X P E R I E N C E S

49
Hunting is one of those pleasures that you won't
understand if you have to explain it, which is good
because folks who enjoy it can't fully explain why.
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Gunwerks

51

GARRETT WALL
20

M A Y

T

he John X Safaris team does it again! Each trip back to the
Eastern Cape with Carl and his crew has gotten better every
time. New species, new areas, and new experiences kept us very busy
all ten days. The hunting experience and the staff at Woodlands are
first class. Thanks for everything Carlos!
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Woodlands Safari Estate

EASTERN CAPE

53

E X P E R I E N C E S
When next you have the opportunity to visit the
trophy room at Woodlands, be sure to enjoy some
of the finest game hunted over a period spanning
forty years. The Vaal Rhebuck, a certain favourite
amongst the professional hunters, is probably the
best trophy at the estate. Don’t come expecting to
hunt one similar, enjoy him for what he is, a trophy
in its class is as rare today as it was thirty years ago.
But that doesn’t mean they’re not around..
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Gunwerks

DEWEY ENLOW
M A Y

W

ow! How exciting, never had an experience like this in my
whole life. I would like to say thanks to John X Safaris, all of
the staff and one of the greatest PH’s, Stix. He continued to show
Josh and I great animals, day in and day out. He was just super.
The food Mrs Lee prepared and all the cooking staff were great.
I challenge you, if you enjoy hunting, fill your bucket list.

55
Gunwerks

JOSH ENLOW
M A Y

E

very part of this trip exceeded my expectations!
John X Safaris is the only outfit we will ever use to hunt
Africa. Out PH, Stix, was amazing at calling wind and yardage for
long range shots, entertaining us with stories and keeping lots of
opportunities to take big game in front of us (other than a porcupine).
The food and service we received was 5 star and everyone with John
X Safaris truly made sure we lacked for nothing while with them.
Every hunting trip has great memories, but this trip will always be
one of my favourites because I got to experience it with my dad.
Thanks John X Safaris, Carl, Stix and everyone else that made it
special... Can’t wait to do it again!
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Gunwerks

MIKE KAELIN
M A Y

V

ery good hunt, high quality with top PH’s,
excellent food and friendly people!
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Woodlands Safari Estate

EASTERN CAPE
T H E
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R A I N S

I N

A F R I C A

And so too, like with everything in life, the drought had
to break... Only now, for the first time, Woodlands has
come to life... The excitement of the land with the rains is
as infectious as that of the first day of spring...
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South Africa

AUBREY, ROBIN
& TYLER SMITH

17

J U N E

T

y is 17 and became quite an experienced hunter and mature
young man on this trip. Carl was such a great host and
terrific guide. Ozzy photographed the experience in the
professional manner of a true expert. The entire staff was very
gracious and very helpful. We had a fantastic time on this trip.
See you again someday, The Smith’s
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South Africa

SAM & TRACY
CUNNINGHAM
J U N E
hank you Carl, Stix and everyone with John X Safaris.
We had an amazing time. This being my first trip to South
Africa, I see why Sam comes back year after year.

T

Thank you!!
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South Africa

ARTURO V. MALO &
ARTURO V. MALO JR
J U N E
in duda una de las mejores experiencias de mi vida, algo que
nunca olvidare. Espero regresar pronto a cazar mas trofeos.
Excelente guia y lugar.

S

Gracias John X Safaris y Stix por todo.

FOR AS LONG AS I CAN REMEMBER,
I HAVE BEEN PASSIONATELY
INTRIGUED BY AFRICA, BY THE WORD
ITSELF, BY ITS FLORA AND FAUNA,
ITS TOPOGRAPHICAL DIVERSITY AND
GRANDEUR; BUT ABOVE ALL ELSE,
BY THE SHEER VARIETY OF THE
COLOURS OF ITS PEOPLE, FROM TAN
AND SEPIA TO JET AND EBONY.
- Henry Louis Gates
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South Africa

66

20

APOSTOLOS,
IRENE, ELENI &
STELIOS
TZAVELLOS

17

J U N E

S

imply excellent - Amazing - Unforgettable - Unique
- Magical - Beyond expectations - Extremely well
organized! All of above would not be realized if Greg was
not with us!!! Greg, thank you, you made us love your
beautiful country!
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Woodlands Safari Estate

68

EASTERN CAPE
T R E A S U R E S

20
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Every trophy, artifact, and treasure, has been the
culmination of more than thirty years’ worth of
collecting. Each has a story and each is a reminder of
a past adventure. It’s not always the biggest horns or
largest sculpture that holds the dearest memory, it’s
often the little ones that carry the biggest stories...

South Africa

JOHNNY &
SYDNEY POSEY
J U N E

To the Van Zyl’s

T

he food was world class and the attention to detail
immaculate. The new lodge can not be described in
words - you have to experience it. Carl we’ve been on a few
safaris together now and the experience as usual is awesome.
I can’t wait to see you in January!
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Experience
THE

WESTERN CAPE WINELANDS
2 0 1 7
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South Africa

TODD,
HEATHER, ELISE
& SIMONE ALLEN

75

J U N E
20

rom down on the coast all the way up to the
F Karoo, highlighted by Woodlands Safari
Estate, our time with John X Safaris was fantastic.
The food, service, accommodations and staff were
exceptional. This coupled with top notch quality
game made for a wonderful trip. From the Allen
family, we extend our gratitude. Thank you.
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South Africa
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DARREN VOHS
J U N E

T

rip of a lifetime by far! So many great memories and
experiences while hunting and around the fire back at camp.
Can’t wait to come back again!

77
South Africa
20

EASON MAYKUS
J U N E

C

arl and the staff at John X Safaris made this experience
unforgettable. The trip of a lifetime and countless laughs and
memories. Thank you John X Safaris!
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South Africa

BRUCE HEIKKINEN
J U N E
hanks to the entire team at John X Safaris.
The attention to detail and the effort toward
making the experience an unforgettable hunt was clearly
the goal. I can’t wait to get back and spend some more
time with you. Thanks again.

T
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Woodlands Safari Estate

EASTERN CAPE

81

A M B I A N C E
It has been said that it's the longest veranda
in Africa, even longer than the hunting tales around
the campfire in the evening...
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South Africa

MARK, LISA,
COLTON
& ELLIE SIMPSON
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J U L Y
20

I

had so much fun on my previous trip I decided to bring my
whole family this time and it was a trip of a life time.
Thanks again for the memories.
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South Africa

BOB PHILLIPS
J U L Y

B

est trip ever! I had a wonderful safari!
See you all soon again.
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South Africa

LUIS, KARINA,
KARINA,
PAULINA, LOUISA,
OSCAR CANO
J U L Y
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ringing all my family to John X Safaris was one of the
best experiences I've ever had. The time we spent together
was the best.

B

We felt like in a bigger family with the entire John X team. The time
and dedication we got for our different needs and intentions was
great. The quality of our time and trophies were excellent together
with the great comfort of all the services of the camp.
Thank you Carl, Trish, Lalo, Trapo and all the team at John X Safaris.
Looking forward to see you soon,
Luis & Family
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South Africa

South Africa

ALEX GOOD

PAUL LATCHFORD

J U L Y

J U L Y

oved being back with my friends at John X Safaris again this
year! What a magnificent job was done by all at the
Woodlands...the choice game land right out the door and the
charming old farm house integrated into a modern and highly
functional game lodge with every imaginable convenience. But of
course, it is the people of John X Safaris that really make the
experience! Well done indeed!

y fourth trip with John X Safaris and as always, great fun,
great hunt, and great hospitality. You folks always "go the
extra distance" to make each safari a memorable and rewarding
experience. Your new camp at Woodlands is off to an excellent start,
very nice accommodations and a beautiful African setting to
hunt. Of course I would never come all the way to SA with John X
Safaris without a visit to Glen Harry and its special Karoo magic!
I enjoy being in those hills whether I'm hunting or simply taking in
the beauty of the Karoo landscape.
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L

M

Special thanks to Stix and Greg for excellent guiding, superb
application of long range shooting set up for a new LR hunter and as
always, finding a great trophy to chase!
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T

hanks again all of you at John X Safaris for such a wonderful
second safari.

I thought Lalibela was a hard act to follow but Woodlands is a
magnificent addition with a wonderful diversity of vast plains
falling off into brush and wooded hills. As such Woodlands is
abundant with a remarkable diversity of game and topography.
The team also did a wonderful job on the new lodge, integrating the
old with the new. The rooms were great and the whole setup - bar, fire
pit, dining area and view is fantastic. Coupled with Glen Harry the
options for game are amazing, and I love the diversity in geography
and game in the north and south. The adjacency of other leases to
both camps make for endless possibilities - always something new to
explore. The food both North and South is also remarkable.
As always the evening camaraderie with the professional hunters,
friends, the staff, and the other guests turned out to be an integral
part of what makes the trip so memorable.
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South Africa

GEORGE CONNIFF
J U L Y

I have to include a word on the PH's and trackers. As a lifetime
hunter, I appreciate that knowledge, strategy, experience, and
even instinct all play a part in a successful hunt. I have to say that
it was uncanny to me that time after time our plans came together.
My Buffalo hunt entailed a good bit of complex strategy on very
wary animals - requiring a lot of patience and a long stalk. It ended
with the most memorable and exciting hunt of my life, and I have
an absolutely magnificent bull. Thanks Greg and Bless. On another
hunt I questioned (to myself of course) why Greg picked a particular
ridge to hike over when we hadn't seen a thing in the area all day.
Over the ridge was the targeted Black Springbok! My colleagues
share similar experiences with their guides. Luck? I think not.
These guys are the best!
Thanks for always creating a remarkable experience. I look forward
to my next Safari.
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MIKE & AMELIA
JARVIS
J U L Y

couldn't imagine a better first trip to South Africa thanks to
John X Safaris . From the beautiful lodge, delicious food, and
the amazing staff, we had an exceptional experience. This trip will
forever hold a special place in our hearts not only because of the
trophies that were harvested, but also because of the hundreds of
laughs and stories that were shared on our trip. A huge thank you to
Carl and Trish for their incredible hospitality and for making us feel
like family. We can't wait to start planning our next trip!
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South Africa

DAVE KJELSTRUP
J U L Y

T

hanks again for another great hunt Carl! See you in
Zambia next year!
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Horizon Firearms

DERRICK & CHERISE
RATLIFF
J U L Y
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I

n Africa we felt freedom from times and dates.
The personal service is second to none, the
wildlife variety is spectacular and the friendships are
what memories are made of. Thank you Stix, Ozzie and
all of John X Safaris for a safari of a lifetime. ~ Cherise

I

have had the opportunity of hunting many
places, but Africa is a very special place.
Something there gets in your soul and you want to
continue going. Back for another safari my second trip
was even more memorable than the first. The team at
John X Safaris is tops, like no outfitter ever hunted with
before. Thanks to the team for creating more memories
than dreams. ~ Derrick
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Horizon Firearms

GEORGE GIBSON
20

17

J U L Y

ohn X Safaris is full of top notch people to spend time with,
supporting excellent quality, sustainable hunting and ecotourism in South Africa. I have no regrets in having done my first
overseas hunting trip with John X Safaris. Integrity, honesty, first
class hospitality and amazing scenery just begin to describe my
safari with John X Safaris. Come see a sunset under African skies!
A special thanks to Horizon Firearms and my PH Greg.

J

AS WE SLEPT, THE MILLIONS OF STARS DANCED ABOVE US,
MOVING IN A PERFECT TRAJECTORY AS THE EARTH ROTATED
ON ITS AXIS THROUGH THE NIGHT. OH, AND I SAW THE
SOUTHERN CROSS FOR THE FIRST TIME...
- Cherise Ratliff
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Lone Star Outdoor Show

CABLE SMITH
J U L Y

W
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here does one start? The memories made with Carl, Ozzie and
my tracker will stay near for the rest of my days.
From glassing the mountains of the Great Karoo to admiring plains
game herds by the hundreds. I came here not knowing what to
expect. I’m leaving with a once in a lifetime experience that I can’t
wait to share with people back in the USA. The sights and sounds of
the African bush were more thrilling than one could ever envision
and to be able to share it with such a knowledgeable PH who was
always eager to answer my questions and share the South African
culture and history made it that much more special.
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Super Hunter

GLYNN, JAYNE
& WOODSON
UNDERWOOD
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DARREL & PAULA
KOHLMAN

17

J U L Y
afari #3 with John X Safaris and most importantly with Greg.
I don't have the words to explain how amazing my trip was from
start to finish. I'm always sad to leave but my departure is only the
beginning of planning my next safari. Thank you for the good times.

S
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Karoo

EASTERN CAPE
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M O U N T A I N S
The thing about the mountains and mountain
hunting, it’s not for everyone. Getting to the top is
optional. Getting down is mandatory.
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South Africa

SHEFFIELD CLARCK
A U G U S T

C

arl and the team at John X Safaris offer a product that is
unmatched in the safari industry. After four successful trips,
I can say with confidence that I wouldn’t hunt with another outfitter
in Africa. What stands out most, is their attention to detail, and the
emphasis that is placed on the needs of the client. From my wife, to
my business partners, to family and personal friends, John X Safaris
has always created an environment that caters to each individual
client. All have walked away from the hunt feeling that it was the
trip of a lifetime, and have expressed a desire to return. I personally
look forward to many more hunts with Carl in the future.
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South Africa

JEFF YOUNG
A U G U S T
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W

hat an amazing week! All of it...the views, animals, coaching,
encouragement, food, relationships and the lodge, made this
a week one I’ll never forget! I can’t say enough about how much I
enjoyed learning from Stix. His expertise, patience and kindness
were an added benefit which took the experience “over the top”.
The food was exceptional and beautifully presented. The new lodge
was incredibly comfortable and attractive - spotlessly clean. I also
enjoyed listening to the various stories and ‘ribbing’ of the PH’s
among each other!
I will tell all my Dallas friends about John X Safaris - you guys are
the best!

South Africa

TOMMY, KENEDY
& CARSEN
CUNNINGHAM
A U G U S T

W

ow, I have no words, this place has been one of the best
experiences in my life without a doubt. Everyone here is
family and the vibe around here is so awesome. You guys are the
coolest! ~ Kenedy

J

ohn X Safaris blew away all my expectations! Incredible
hunts that were both challenging and exciting. All the PH’s
were both friendly and informative. The food, lodging and service
was nothing short of excellent. A trip of a lifetime! m ~ Carsen
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rom the very first day we arrived at John X Safaris we felt like
part of the John X Family. Every member of the John X Team
was an expert at their job, all of the guides were incredible, each and
every hunt was an absolute blast, sometimes hard, sometimes long,
sometimes hot, sometimes cold, but always exciting.
The accommodations were 5 star!
I will also like to say the food was better than any other safari I’ve
ever been on! Lee made everything beautiful, Carl had the best
stories every night at dinner, Stix was the most amazing PH you
could ever have the opportunity to hunt with.
Trip of a lifetime for me and my sons! ~ Tommy
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South Africa

GEORGE SPENCER
A U G U S T

W
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onderful country, wonderful food, wonderful
people. We will be back!
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ARNOLD SPENCER
A U G U S T

T

hanks again for a great hunt.
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Hunting

EASTERN CAPE
T R O P H Y

H U N T E R S

The true trophy hunter is a self-disciplined
perfectionist seeking a single animal, the ancient patriarch
well past his prime that is often an outcast from his
own kind... If successful, he will enshrine the trophy
in a place of honor. This is a more noble and fitting
end than dying on some lost and lonely ledge where
the scavengers will pick his bones, and his magnificent
horns will weather away and be lost forever."
Elgin Gates
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Tanzania

STEVE TRAVIS
S E P T E M B E R
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A

I T

L U C K ?

O R

s a young boy when I read my very first story of hunting
Tanzania I was determined somehow, someday I was going to
make it to this historic land to experience the adventure and beauty
of this ultimate safari destination. I consider myself fortunate to
have hunted Africa seven times, the last six exclusively with John X
Safaris and my PH Carl van Zyl who I now consider one of my closest
friends. Carl and I have had our share of amazing trophies and
adventures over the years but there was always that one destination
still out there that kept pulling on my soul. With every new story,
I would read or television show I would watch about Tanzania the
pull became stronger and stronger for this great adventure. I turned
50 this year, no longer a young boy and six months removed from
knee replacement surgery it was time to make this dream finally
come true. The stage was set for an epic present to myself, it had to be
Tanzania and it had to be with John X Safaris. 2017 would be the year
to make my childhood dream come true, a birthday party in the bush
of Tanzania!

S O M E T H I N G

E L S E ?

My wife Haylee and I have called Houston, Texas, home for the last
20 + years and love the people and the spirit of our city. Life always
finds a way to keep you humble with its ups and downs and 2017 was
no exception. The excitement for Tanzania was high, all the hard
work of the knee re-hab had paid off and September couldn’t get here
soon enough. Just days before I was scheduled to leave, the city we
love was devastated by Hurricane Harvey, one of the worst natural
disasters in U.S. history. Airports were closed and much of the city was
under water, friends, neighbors and co-workers had lost everything
and were left homeless. The excitement I had for my safari was
quickly replaced with sadness for those impacted around me and the
mountain of work that needed to be done to help them get back on
their feet. The days before this safari would not be spent dreaming of
animals and adventure but tearing out wet sheetrock and carpeting
from friends and neighbor’s homes and reflecting on how lucky we
were the water receded just inches before flooding our home. The way
the city pulled together to help those in need was truly a life changing
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event. On Sept 14th with a sore back and a strong dose of humility
and a little survivor’s guilt I boarded the plane for Tanzania and what
would hopefully be my greatest hunting adventure hoping for a little
“good luck” when I hit the ground in Tanzania.
You know that good luck I was hoping for when I arrived in Tanzania?
Well I arrived, my rifles arrived, but my bag with all my clothing
gear and ammo did not arrive. There I was on my dream hunt of a
lifetime with only the clothes on my back and a pair of shorts and one
hunting shirt in my carry-on bag and my Courtney hunting boots.
I started to understand better what my friends were feeling back in
Houston, but I too got a great deal of help. Carl van Zyl and the John X
team was waiting for me and no problem is too big for them to solve.
So instead of flying out first thing in the morning to meet our charter
our trip was shortened by a day and I was taken to buy clothes and
ammo. Carl is a true magician as we found the only pair of pants in
my size in the city and the only box of ammo for a 416 Rigby. The
John X team delivered exactly what we needed again!
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After spending the first hunting day in the bush driving from sunrise
to sunset looking for Buffalo I was feeling very uncomfortable with
a borrowed rifle and less than ideal fitting hunting clothes, but I
looked down at the white sheetrock stains that still had not come
out of my hunting boots from what the weeks before dealt us back in
Houston and I felt grateful I was in Africa, but I was really hoping our
luck would change and change soon.

17

Luck is a funny thing, sometimes it seems to change in a heartbeat
and in ways you never thought possible. When I hunted with John X
Safaris in Mozambique in 2014 I was fortunate enough to take three
boss Cape Buffalo in the span of about thirty minutes, a stroke of
“luck” that I thought could never be duplicated again. Fast forward
to Tanzania 2017, it was a very happy sight when I walked into my
tent after a long day of hunting and my bag had finally arrived in
camp with all my gear and ammo, and I couldn’t help but feel like our
“luck” was changing.
The next 72 hours I will remember for the rest of my life. As dawn
broke we were on the plains having found a buffalo herd we were
looking for, and importantly a satellite group of three dugga boys
following them. The hunt was on. We stalked in and with some quick
shooting from the legendary 416 Rigby we had three Cape Buffalo
down again, but this time it was more like two minutes from start to
finish... Did the unthinkable really just happen again? Had our luck

changed or was it something else? After a long-earned celebration
and photo session the real work started.
The next day consisted of looking for Leopard tracks and hanging
baits. The safari was not booked as a Leopard hunt, but we had the
baits and Carl wanted take a longshot and try anyway. With baits
hung we set off for the swamps again the next morning. We were on
the hunt for the elusive Sitatunga. We had made an arrangement
with the trackers who were checking baits, that we would touch base
via satellite phone at 10am that morning. The call came in that one of
the baits had been hit. Our focus quickly turned to building a blind
before the cat came back to feed again that evening. As we sat in the
blind waiting patiently the thoughts were rushing through my head...
was this really going to happen? Three Buffalo again and would we
really have an opportunity on a cat only 24 hours after we hung the
first bait? In terms of luck that would be like hitting the lottery after
what happened over the last month. What happened next was the
greatest birthday present a hunter could ever imagine, not just a cat
but the Leopard of a lifetime just shy of 9 feet long from the tip of the
nose to the tip of the tail. I just hit the lottery, Happy Birthday to me
indeed. On the ride back to camp my mind was racing again, trying
to understand what just happened in the last 72 hours, but unable to
answer how or why, was I the luckiest man in Africa that night or
was it something else? The rest of the safari went by like a blur with
a beautiful Sitatunga, Topi, and Hartebeest all great trophies in their
own right. The adventure of Tanzania did not disappoint and I just
had two life changing events in one month.
All safaris never truly sink in until you get back home and have time
to reflect. I’m home now and my city is moving on and re-building,
and I’ve had time to look back on the roller coaster that was 2017. At
the start of my safari I felt I needed a change of luck. Once we started
having success I found myself asking, was it that our luck that had
changed or was it something else? I can now answer the question “was
it luck or something else”? Although the month prior and the start of
the safari had their challenges I do not believe “Luck” had very much
to do with the outcome. Carl van Zyl and the John X Safaris team did
what they have done for me time and time again on six safaris. I put
my trust in their hands for my dream safari and they delivered a
world class safari experience with unbelievable trophy quality and
raised the bar even higher. It wasn’t luck, it was John X Safaris doing
what they do best. Some people say they would rather be lucky than
good, I say I would rather have John X than luck!
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CAL ZANT
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O C T O B E R

hat an adventure! Beautiful place, challenging hunts and
majestic animals. Stix is an exceptional PH. I learned so much
from him and thoroughly enjoyed his company. I’ve been fortunate
to visit some amazing places in the world, but the level of service and
professionalism at John X Safaris rivals that of 5 star resorts.
I’ll certainly never forget this safari and the friends I’ve made here!

W
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South Africa

CORY CISCO
O C T O B E R

eing my first trip to South Africa and first experience with
a PH or outfitter I wasn’t sure what to expect. From the
moment we arrived to the moment we left, John X Safaris and its
staff set the bar of excellence. Edward and Stix are exceptional
PH’s as well as hosts, and now friends. In a week’s time Ed gave me
10+ years of hunting experience. The setting provides a variety of
challenges and opportunities. I am a believer in the hunt more
than I am the kill and Ed provided a hunting experience that will
not be forgotten. These guys work hard in silence and let the
success make the noise!

B
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ONE OF THE GLADDEST MOMENTS OF HUMAN LIFE,
METHINKS, IS THE DEPARTURE UPON A DISTANT JOURNEY
INTO UNKNOWN LANDS. SHAKING OFF WITH ONE MIGHTY
EFFORT THE FETTERS OF HABIT, THE LEADEN WEIGHT OF
ROUTINE, THE CLOAK OF MANY CARES AND THE SLAVERY
OF HOME, MAN FEELS ONCE MORE HAPPY.
- Sir Richard Burton

Caring
THE

JOHN X FOUNDATION
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his past season proved to be a slow year for the foundation
and most notably our flagship Jim Smith’s Jnr Hunters
Course. With so much going on with the acquisition of Woodlands
and the developments surrounding that, we were unable to secure a
preferred period for the course over the traditional school holidays.
What was however the most unexpected success within our
foundation was seeing so many of the boys who had joined us on our
inaugural course, kick on to join us in the field during the course of
the season. Some of you had the opportunity to share your hunts
with the boys, and would agree with us in saying, even at this early
stage, the course is showing promising signs of what is to come.

Next year will see our schedule return to normal with a Jnr Hunters
course scheduled to take place once again during the spring break
in South Africa. Those who sponsored kids for 2017 will see their
sponsorship carried forward to 2018. If you too would like to get involved
by sponsoring a previously disadvantaged youngster for the program,
then please contact us directly. For $750 you can change the life of a child
who could never have envisaged such a possibility, let alone a reality.
Get involved today and join us as we educate, grow, and
nurture the love of hunting through sustainable utilization.
Carl van Zyl

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, THERE ARE ONLY TWO KINDS OF MEN IN THE
WORLD… THOSE THAT STAY AT HOME AND THOSE THAT DO NOT.
- Rudyard Kipling

